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PENTA COSTRUZIONI s.r.l. Project Manager
ELETTROQUADRI S.R.L.             Electrical Design and Installation
MIPRO s.r.l. Industrial Automation
ITE Continuous Lines for Large Production
APA SOLUTION Soot Blowers
INNTEA Energy Efficiency

HEADQUARTERS: Via S.Alessandro, nr.261 Caronno Pertusella (VA) – ITALY
tel. +39.335.6854638 email: info@pentagroup.tech

web: www.pentagroup.tech
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The art of building is not the subject of an intelligent speculation, but
can only be understood as a vital process, as an expression of man’s ability
to win and dominate the surrounding environment.

Mies Van Der Rohe

Our activity is driven by the wish to offer an absolute quality service. “Quality” means, first of all,
ability in satisfying customer needs. In second place, making quality is understood as the overall
philosophy of strategic management of the company.

Research in contemporary technologies, in competences and in specific professionalisms, are
everyday tools of our job. The passion in what we do, our energy.

The study of the customer request, the proposals, the contemporaneity of procedures set through
continuous openings and additions and full sharing of the final objectives, are fundamental to
attainment of the final destination: the customer satisfaction .

HEADQUARTERS: Via S.Alessandro, nr.261  Caronno Pertusella  (VA) – ITALY
tel. +39.335.6854638 email: info@pentagroup.tech

web: www.pentagroup.tech
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- ENGINEERING SERVICE SPA Buildings works and complementary to the
ROME – ITALY constructions of the new headquarters Albacom Milano.

Customer: Engineering Service Spa Roma

- OLIVETTI SOLUTION SPA Adaptation safety regulations on the headquarters of   
MILAN – ITALY Via Lorenteggio - Milan.

Customer: Olivetti Solutions Spa

DELTA ELETTRONICA SpA      Renovation of the headquarters of Delta Elettronica Spa –
VARESE – ITALY Gruppo Cobra – in Via Astico n.41 - Varese.

Customer: Delta Elettronica Spa

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
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-AMA GROUP SPA Construction of new office building renovation and  productive unit. Buildings works and complementary to                    
the renovation and expansion of  the headquarters  AMA - Group di Via Bonazzi, 2- Castel Maggiore – Bo.    
Customer: Ama Group Spa

- COMUNE DI ROVETTA Realization gym and pool - winter and summer
(BG) Committente: Pubblico
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- COMUNE DI PADENGHE SUL GARDA Internal restructuring and different distribution of space– Municipal Building - Lido
Customer: Pubblic

- INTESA SANPAOLO – VIA CECHOV 50 Restructuring and upgrading building High formation
MILAN - ITALY Customer: Private
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Via Washington n.33 – Milano Realization of new national center
Italian Federation Bridge Game
Customer: Private

Via Don Carlo San Martino, nr.8 Milano             Construction and installation works for  expansion of the headquarters Andersen International 
School
Customer: Private
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- COMUNE DI GERRE DE’ Construction new residential complex of 12
CAPRIOLI - CREMONA residential units and underground parking

Customer: Private

- COMUNE DI SARONNO Contruction new residential complex of 9
residential units and underground parking
Customer: Private
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-COMUNE DI GAMBOLO’ New costruction of residential complex of 44 units and parking
Customer: Teorema studio s.r.l.

- COMUNE DI CESANO BOSCONE Costruction of a new sporting center town multi-purpose municipal
Customer: Initiative in Project Financing



Building works and complementary Establishments Marcegaglia:
Industrial doors
Fire Doors
Sectional doors
Rolling doors
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Building works and plant regeneration– Production Unit based in Nerviano - cosmetics company PIDIELLE s.r.l.

Building works and complementary routine maintenance - Production Unit based in  Monza – cosmetics company 
AQUIMPEXSPA s.r.l.

Building works and complementary routine maintenance - Production Unit based in  Ozzero – cosmetics company BBG 
s.p.a.
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Dal sito: Marcegaglia plant in Kluczbork, Poland, currently completing its construction, spreads over 220,000 
sqm of covered surface devoted to manufacturing and storage, within an overall area of 450,000 sqm served by 
railway tracks. The plant will be specialized in the manufacturing of carbon steel welded tubes (from hot-
rolled, cold-rolled, pickled and galvanized strip), cold-drawn precision tubes, steel strips and sheets.
IMI – TRUFLO RONA      Belgium
Construction ed installation steel bunkers

Building works and complementary routine maintenance - Production Unit based in  Busto Arsizio VA –
Valve for Oil & Gas Industry
FEMA s.r.l.
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C.so Italia, nr.15 Milano
General Contractor for restructuring luxury flat
Committente: privato

Ravenna        Building works and complementary routine maintenance -

Industrial Company  MARCEGAGLIA Casalmaggiore –BO-
Supply and installation
• Industrial doors and windows
• Sheet metal roof
• Acoustic panels
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Dal sito: Marcegaglia plant in Kluczbork, Poland, currently completing its construction, spreads over 220,000
sqm of covered surface devoted to manufacturing and storage, within an overall area of 450,000 sqm served by
railway tracks. The plant will be specialized in the manufacturing of carbon steel welded tubes (from hot-
rolled, cold-rolled, pickled and galvanized strip), cold-drawn precision tubes, steel strips and sheets.

POLAND

Industrial Company Marcegaglia Poland
Supply and installation
• Industrial doors and windows
• Sectional doors
• Rolling doors
• High speed doors
• Fire doors
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Industrial Company  MARCEGAGLIA Boltiere  -BG-
Supply and installation
• Industrial doors and windows
• Shelters
• Emergency doors

Industrial Company  MARCEGAGLIA Ravenna  -RA-
Supply and installation
• Industrial doors and windows
• Shelter
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SITAV Industrial Company Maintenance, Assembly and Revamping High Speed Trains San Nicolò a Trebbia –PC-
Supply and installation
•Special panels
•Industrial doors and windows
•Sectional doors
•High speed doors
•Steel structures

Business Center Touristic MARCEGAGLIA Isola di Albarella –RO-
Supply and installation
• Courtain wall
• Special Windows
• Steel structures
• Executive drawings
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PARTNERS PENTA GROUP

Marcegaglia is the leading industrial group worldwide in the steel processing sector, with a yearly output of 5.5 million tons (2015). The
group has operations worldwide with 6,500 employees, 60 sales offices, 210 representations and 43 manufacturing plants covering 6
million square metres, where 5,500 kilometres of carbon and stainless steel products are manufactured every day, serving more than 15,000
customers.

IMI Critical Engineering is a world-leading provider of critical flow control solutions that enable vital energy and 
process industries to operate safely, cleanly, reliably and more efficiently.  
As part of IMI plc, we operate a global service network, with manufacturing facilities in 16 countries. We employ over 
4,000 talented professionals across a range of disciplines. These include over 400 engineers, 150 project managers and 
over 200 dedicated aftermarket specialists - all committed to providing excellent service to our customers. 
We design, manufacture and install customised, highly-engineered solutions for new plant builds and also provide 
complete plant lifecycle service support. This ensures that our customers benefit from efficient maintenance, speedy 
issue resolution and plant optimisation at all times. 
Our products are at the heart of complex energy and production processes. They control the flow of steam, gas and 
liquids in harsh environments - they are designed to withstand temperature and pressure extremes, as well as intensely 
abrasive or corrosive cyclical operations. 
Our engineering expertise sets us apart. We combine technical knowledge, engineering design capability, application 
experience and innovative custom-designed products to deliver safe, reliable and durable solutions.  
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